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Weekend
Weather:
Highs will be in the upper
40’s with partly cloudy skies.
Warming trend thn,righ the

Entertainment
New dmna p d u c tims underway.

at Pete Mathews, 730
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Fuller resigns position,
takes job at Alabama
ByMIKE LIVINGSTON
Associate Editor
Head football coach Jim Fuller surprised
many last month by resigning to assume a
position as line coach at the University of
Alabama.
Fuller resigned after attendirlg a meeting
of the GSC which was held at Twaloosa.
“Coach Perkins called me on a Friday
night about the position of line coach on his
staff. I was going down to attend a meeting
and on Sunday I decided to accept the
position,” said N e r .
Fuller said it had been a tough decision to
leave Jacksonville, since, excluding one
year when he was on Pat Dye’s staff at East
Carolina, he had spent 10 years as an
assistant coach and head coach at JSU. He
stated he had wanted to establish long term
goals for his career and feels that the move
to Alabama will help him reach those goals.
Fuller would not elaborate on what those
goals are, but said the current goal is to
return to Alabama and win a national
championship for the University.

“I feel most comfortable with the job as
line coach at Alabama since it is the position
I played at Alabama and 1 have coached
that position at Alabama and East Carolina,
as well as JSU,” said Fuller. He added that
he has enjoyed the years spent at
Jacksonville and feels really lucky to have
been the head coach.
‘‘I wish I could have contacted the
president, the staff and the players to tell
them of my decision,” added Fuller about
his hasty decision to accept the job. Rumors
during the week of final exams stated that
Fuller was leaving for UTC, and the Birmingham-Post Herald reported that he was
leaving for the Birmingham Stallions,

“I’m really anxious to get down to
Alabama and start work,” said Fuller. A
day after he took the job at Alabama a
former high school and college teammate
called Fuller and told him it had been 20
years to the day that he had signed to play
football for the Crimson Tide and the day he
agreedto return aslinecoach.

Freeze causes water damage
BYWENDYEDEN
News Editor
The Christmas holiday breaK brought with
it severe cold weather which affected the
university. As the temperatures dropped
sharply to the lower teens, the pipes in the
buldings on campus began to
freeze, producing the potential for damage.
“It could have been a lot worse,” said Jim
McArthur, University Engineer, in
reference to the damage resulting from the
cold wave that hit Alabama, as well as most
of the country.

Chanticleer staff member tries to dry out
damaged computer equipment.

The Lurleen 8.Wallace School of Nursing,
Stone Center, Theron Montgomery Building
and Sparkman Dorm were the four
buildings hit hardest by the extreme temperatures. Broken coils resulted in flooding
in both the School of Nursing and Sparkman.
Damages in addition to these suffereded by
the ceiling tiles were the 50oding of the
Southwest laboratory on second floor in the
Wallace building. A few offices below the
first 5oor lounge and rooms and a few rooms
in the basement of Spafikman were flooded.
Three classrooms were 5w&d from a roof
crack in Stone Center.

Coach Jim Fuller
A broken pipe above Hardees resulted in
numerous damages to the Them Montgomery building. “We were lucky that it
only ruined our newly waxed floors,” said
Hardee’smanager Kent Smith. The storage
room of the bookstore flooded, causing
damage to caps and gowns, and books and
paper. The Chanticleer’s3computer in the
Chanticleer office a h caught a stream of
water that seeped from the ceiling tiles.
Books and pictures in the Mimosa office
received water damage. Costs are still being

replaced in all four buildings cost a p
proximately $350.
A boiler in the basement of the library and
two dorm gas meters caused a few minor
problems but were corrected in time for the
dorms to open on Dw. 4. Heat was also kept
on in the buildings to minimize any other
problems. McArthur added that the school is
equipped for cold weather problems.
Generator power is available for most of the
dorm ana a separate generator is installed
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Trathens donate 86,000 to scholarship fund

to greater scholastic achievement while
developing a high degree of integrity
to
competent
counting service to their
??rathen
said.
When Trathen graduated as valedictorian
h his Gordon, Pa., high school class in 1935,
his WY
was unable to assist him with
college expenses.
“We did not have federal aid to students at
that time,” he said. “There were few
philanthropies or other sources of financial
aid to supplement personal funds.”
Trathen said his pastor, the Rev. A. C.
Harris of St. Paul’s Lutheran Church in
,

J

scholarship for accounting
at
Jacksonville State University. Trathen, left
of center, presents the contribution to Pete
Gordon, tried to help him find a way to attend college, but to no avail. Trathen
enlisted in the U. S. Army instead.
Trathen Was given a battery Of tests in the
Army ,and his Superiors said he had earned
fr “genius” rating on an 18 test. He was
encouraged to compete for an appointment
as a commissioned officer. He rose quickly
through Army ranks, serving as a Captain

He enrolled in the evening program at
JSU and eventually earned a Bachelor of
Science in general business in 1963 at the age
of 46.
When JSU added a master’s program, he
went on to become the first person to receive
the Master of Business Administration
degree frm JSU in 1970 at the age of 53.
He was offered a job teaching evening
classes, and he became a full time accounting instructor when he retired from his
dvil service job in 1973.
“Thisuniversity has been good to me and
my family for many years. My family and I
want to share our appreciation and
gratitude by establishing this scholarship
fund.
“As we are able in the future, additional
sums will be added to the fund,” Trathen
said.
The Trathens have had two daughters and
a son-in-law to carry on the tradition of
earning degrees at Jaclponville State. Their
oldest daughter, Roberta Parris of
Jacksonville, received her educational
specialist (Ed, S.) degree-her third degree
from
JSU-during
commencement
December 16. Her husband, Jerry Parris,
cu
’(*w holds B.S. and M.B.A. degrees from JSU.
Charlotteand Dr. Parker Granger, head of The Trathens’ youngest daughter, Ws.
the Jm accounting department. Trathen is Mary CatherineQuinn of
Ga., has
instrucbr of accounting at Jsu.
an undergraduate degree from JSU.
during the assault on Normandy on D-Day
Rathen, 66, k x h e s Principles Of ac3 years ago. He retired in 1957 as a counting andmanagement accounting. He is
Lieutenant colonel and began a second an elder in the First PI.eSbyterh Church Of
career.
Jacksonvillg and serves on the board of
1958 he entered the civil service at n, &e&rs of WestmiRster Apartmen$ in
Mcaellan as assistant chief of the plans and m i s t o n .
chemical
For further information $about the
training division of the u, s.
corps training command. m e at m. scholarship, contact Dr. Parker Granger,
Mcaellap, he was urged by his supervisors head of the JSU accounting department, at
to pursue an undergraduate degree at JSU. 435-9820, E d . 507.

Easterbrooks to coordinate new hearing program
Jacksonville S t a t e
University will offer a new
program leading to a
Bachelor Of Science in
Education in the area of
hearing i m p a i r m e n t
beginning in January.
Dr. Susan Easterbrooks of
Jacksonville, who joined the
JSU faculty this fall as
assistant professor of spedal
education, will coordinate
and implement the program.

Deaf at Talladega. It is rare
for a program in a rural
setting to have so many
practice sites because local
school systems usually have
onlya few children who have
hearing problems,” she .said.

for certification.
teachers of the deaf. Both
state schools are very interestedinhiringdeafpeopk
to teach if we can get them
appropriately certified,” she
said.

“I’ve been approached by
about six hearing impaired
adults, people who have
bachelor’s degrees in other
areas from other colleges,
who are interested in going
back and getting certified as

“The state has projected a
need for qualified teachers of
the hearing impaired for
local systems, and they have
also found that 17 percent of
the teachers currently
serving the hearing impaired are uncertified or out
of field,” she said.

The program will also
attract education majors
who want to enter a field that
has potential for “research,
development, and making
strides. ’

Easterbrooks

“There has been no program until now within
Alabama School for the
reasonable driving distance Deaf
is a part of Alabama
for those who want to receive Institute
for Deaf and Blind.
certification in hearing
impairment.”
Dr. Easterbrooks
estimates there are more
She pointed out that JSU is than 600 hearing impaired
in an ideal location for children in attendance at the
serving those who deal with two schools for the deaf and
the deaf.
in local systems.
She predicts there will be
“JSU is almost equidistant
from the Georgia School for ample demand for the
the Deaf at Cave Spring and special courses among JSU’s
the Alabama School for the education majors and those
who want to return to college

Students who enter the
program in January may be
able to complete the degree
requirements by 1986. The
program is offered through
the JSU department of
special education under the
direction of Dr. Greg Frith,
department Chair!mn.
Dr. Easterbrooks W i l l
teach the following &urses
during the spring semester
which began Wednesday,
Jan. 4, with student advisement :

S P E 302, Psychology of
the HearingImpaired, which

deals with the development,
adjustment and educational
needs of the hearing impaired in the motor,
Cognitive, educational,
communicative, and social
emotional areas.
S P E 303, Anatomy and
physiology of the Speech and
Hearing Mechanisms, w&h
studies the anatomy and
physiology of breathing,

-

phonation, resonance, and
Along with her teaching
articulation for speech.
duties, Dr. Easterbrooks will
a p 387,
~ Methods of be
c o uavailable
n s e l i n g , to
t e cprovide
hnical
Teaching a m m n t i o n skills mistance, and consultation
to the Heating Impaired, to families of the hearing
which introduces students to impaired, schooh, and the
theoretical approaches to community in general.
teaching the hearing imw
e
d such as Total ComFor further information,
munication Cued Speech anc‘ contact Dr. Easterbrooks at
Aural - Oral philosophies.
435-9820, ext. 547.

Phillips Chemical rep to speak
on world-wide energy
_ _ situation
Florence Messall, a on service a s the adaward
special representative .of ministrative assistant to the for her outstanding conPhillips Chemical Company, director of investment tribution to the petroleum
will speak on the JSU recoveryprior to her present industry. she also received
the Speaker’sBureau award
campus, January 17, 2 p.m., responsibility.
at Merrill Building, con- She has spoken to civic and for her efforts in reaching
cerning the energy situations professional organizations audiences throughout the
world wide and the state free all over the United States as united States.
enterprise has in the world well as appearing on radio In 1974, she S e r V e d as
energy situation. She is the and TV talk shows. She international president Of the
only Woman in her company mites her own material. associated of Desk and
whoisemployedfull-timeas m
n
g many other ac- Derrick
Clhbs,
an
a public speaker.
tivities, ms.
Messall is a educational organization for
in the
Her knowledge of the in- member of the Oklahoma
teraction of the petroleum Petroleum Council and petroleum and allied inbusiness, the public seCtoF, Serves as chairman of dustries*
and the government serves w o m e n ’ s
p r o g r a m s Expenses are Paid by
her well in promoting a throughout the state. On P h i l l i p s P e t r o l e ~ C ~ ~ a n ~
imprwe the exbetter understanding bet- October 2, 1979, she had the to
ween the general public and distinct honor of being change Of information and
the petroleum industry. This awarded the Oklahoma understanding on key issues
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Phi Mu

Phi Mu

Phi Mu

Zeta Tau Alpha

Student Nurses

Zeta Tau Alpha

Phi Mu Pledge C ~ W B

)111issMimosa983 tobe named Tuesday

-

represents
LMiss
e typical campus
coed
lergetic, fun-loving,
udious, attractive. The
mdidates are judged on
)he, friendliness, ap!arance, and intelligence.
wing the tea, a panel of

Alpha xi

Alpha xi

judges interviews each and most cooperative.
candidate. The questions Other titles include Miss
USHI covw a broad range of Wmosaand first and seconc
., runner up.
The @ls themselves
The presentation at 6:0&
elect Miss
6:45p.m.in TMB auditorium
tmdidate
whom they is own to the Dublic.
k
consider the friendliest

corn

The Judges Tea will be held
Tuesday, January 17, from
2:30-4:30 P.m. at the
Lnteatdonel House.

e

m e presentation will follow
at 6:OO p.m. in the Theran
Montgomery Building.
The public is invited.

LORI J. WRIGHT
phi Mu

Delta Zeta

at

21
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Alcohol can be
a lethal weapon
Ellen Horn’s life was cut short just after Christmas when
a drunk driver crossed the center line and slammed headon into her car. It was a bone-mushing collision. She was
only 20 years old.
-

Lynn LePine

Editor

If the man who killed Ellen had walked up to her with a
gun and ended her life, we would cry ‘murderer!’, brand
him as such, and lock him behind bars. But the murder

-

weapon was only an automobile, and the killer was drunk,
so we charge him with manslaughter and view him with
contempt. Contempt that will fade gradually as everyone
but he forgets that he stole the promising future of one 20
year old Ellen Horn.
Drunk driving is a crime. When a man gets behind the
wheel of a car under the influence of alcohol, he knows he
could kill someone, just as a man who fires a shotgun into a
crowded room knows he could take sorrieone’s life. It is
unfortunate that most of us WQuld take that chance.
Think about driving drunk in terms of your family. What
if your mother or your brother was driving home from the
movies one night, met head-on by a drunk, and killed instantly. What would you feel? Shock, first? Devastation?
After the emotional whirl died down, you would settle on
anger. Anger at the shameless waste of a human life. Anger
and grief.
The realities of drunk driving become harshly clear when
they hit so close to home. I regret that a close brush with
effects of this crime will probably be what it takes for each
of us to wise up.

Dorm students need rnonev changers
u

J

By WENDY EDEN
As an added student requirement, do JSU dorm dwellers
need to carry an extra roll of quarters in order to use the
food machines offered to them?
Most students find that it is impossible to use the
machines when they have only dollar bills. This problem
leads to: A)Finding a Quick Shop or fast food joint open,
B)Knocking on doors of the floor where the machines are
located, or C)Suffering.
Finding a Quick Shop or the transportation to get to one
can become somewhat impossible during the wee hours of
the morning. If a student is fortunate enough to find a car, it
takes just as long to see if the desire for a Little Debbie is

strong enough to put on the recommended clothes for the
weather. This thought alone can curb many appetites.
Knocking on the doors across the hall from the vending
machine may seem harmless, but it does tend to annoy the
resident. Suffering, itself, can seem somewhat inhumane
when hamburger commercials flash on and off the
television screen.
All of this can be easily solved if JSU would install bill
changers in all of the dorms. There is no reason why Sparkman Dorm offers this privilege when other dorm lesidents
suffer. Are the vending machine habits of those residents
that much different from the ones in Weatherly? It can
easily be believed that this service is needed and should be
looked into. SGA how about it?
f

Fuller gone, but record remains a mark of excellence

BYCTEVECAMP
Over the past seven years, two words have gone hana-mhand at Jacksonville State University :football and Fuller.
The word “football” refers to a program here that has
drawn respect nationwide as one of the most successful

The Chanticleer was established as a student
newspaper in 1934. The office is located in
room 102 TMB.
Lynn LePirie
Editor-/n€h ief

Mike Livingston
Atsociate Editor

Greg Spoon
Managing Editor

Steve Camp
Layou t Edit or

rrFuller” can be a reference to only one person: Jim
Fuller, the former coach of the gridiron Gamecocks.
Fuller, the man at the helm for the past seven years, has
left Jax State. Behind him stands a very impressive record
including four Gulf South Conference titles, five national
playoff berths, and only one of 7 seasons without a winning
record.
Aside from being a winning coach, Jim Fuller was a man
of upstanding character. Not only was he an excellent
coach, he was a model citizen in the community as well,
helping in various charities and fund raisers.
After this year, a season including 5 losses, constant
disciplinary problems, and a minute incident with drugs,
the fans were looking for an explanation. Fuller, being the

Now, Jim Fuller is gone. The man chosen as the new line
coach at the University of Alabama left with an undeserved
cloud in the air and a blemish on what is one of the best Div.
II football programs in the nation.
While each person holds his own opinion of Fuller, I wish
to remember him the way he should be. Jim Fuller should
be remembered as the man who put Jacksonville State on
the national map and the one who brought Gamecock
football into the modern era.

Even- smaller schools have better turnouts

By MIKE LIVINGSTON
Associate Editor
As students return from
Wendy Eden
Martha Ritch
the holidays, they will find
News Editor
Entertainment Editor
two very successful athletic
programs currently in
Carol Scantland
Barry Foshee
the middle of their seasons.
The first program is the
0rgan izat ions Edit or
Graphics
men’s basketball team and
the other program is the
David Strickland
h i e Strickland
men’s and women’s gymBusiness Maqager
nastics program.
The only problem these
programs seem to have is a
University Photographer rather slim crowds at both
programs. The basketball
Staff Writers
program can seem to get
crowds for major games
such as last year’s GS@
tournament g m e s after the
regular season.
’

head coach, was the target of frustration and was blamed
for the team9 66 record, a mark that to many schools
would have been successful, but one considered to be losing
in Jacksonville and unheard of.

On the other hand, the
gymnastics teams are
always nationally ranked,
both men’s and women’s, but
can’t seem to gather
students to watch what is the
most successful program in
Jacksonville State athletics.
With two sports constantly
ranked high in Division I1
standings, it would seem that
they would attract .more
students who are looking for
a way to spend a few
evenings.
Both sportshave the added
advantage of being indoor
sports, This means the
students can easily watch
inside as compared to a sport

such as football, where fans
often have to put up with the
elements.
Another advantage of
attending these games and
meets is these are fellow JSU
students participating in
these sports. It should be
more fun watching your
fellow students participating
than watching a g e e on TV.
,. In line Wi-advantage
this is a good place to meet
other students and feel more
like you’re experiencing real
college life. Maybe the beat
advantage of all is the games
are all free to students.
Students can’t possiSly be
expected t o attend all

games, but so many have yet
to even stay around to watch
a football game, let alone
basketball or gymnastics.
However, a game or two
could be an important start.
UNA had 2,500 in Flowers
Hall last weekend to watch
Number 6 ranked JSU defeat
UNA 75 to 74. West Georgia
packs its football and
basketball arenas to over
,capadty. Both colleges are
smaller and yet appear to
come together for their
sporting events.
Perhaps a few times this
semester we and our friends
could go out and support
these
two
valuable
programs,
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L e L E d i t o r
The following are in
response to an item which
appeared in ‘Ibe Chanticleer,
December 1, 1983, entitled,
“Removal of evolution
studies an archaic step backward,” written by Staff
Writer Donna Avans.

Bennett
disagrees
Dear Editor:
I would like to make some
comments concerning
Donna Avans’ article
“Removal of evolutional
studies an archaic step backward.” First, I agree with
her that the removing of
anything that promotes
higher learning from our
school systems is an embarrassment. The only thing
1s that the embarrassment
first came by the removing
of prayer, the study of
creation, and even pre-post
school services from our
school systems. This, by the
way, were moves not
mandated by American
Citizens. The problem here is
that creationism unfortunately has been just as
misunderstood as the theory
of evolution as pointed out in
Donna’s letter.
Now I ask Donna, why
can’t the Bible be accepted
as literal in its entirety? The

same Gad who created the
Earth wrote it. I Timothy
3:16How didGodcreate man
and woman, just read the
Bible. Hebrews 11:1,3 “Now
faith is the substance of
things not seen ...through
faith we understand that the
worlds were formed by the
Word of God so that things
which are seen were not
made of things which do
appear.”
Oh, and please do not call
creationist all knowing
because we are not. Call the
Bible all knowing because it
is. I personally want you to
how that I have not been
slapped in the face and I am
not depriving the world of
scientific advancements as
your article claimed. You
will alsc not be able to find a
true Christian-creationist
that can be put in this little
box.
In closing, I would like to
talk about facts. Could you
show me some facts that
would scare me? I doubt it.
How about if I show you
some facts: 1. The Bible
knew that the earth was
round thousands of years
before man found out. Isa
40:21,22 2. The Bible knew
about a run-away solar
system that is a recent
discovery to modern science.
Job 38:32 - h c t U r U S is a Nnaway solar system that
moves about 257 miles I sec.

(our sun moves about 12%
miles/sec) 3. Jesustook our
sickness and diseases in the
form of 39 stripes upon His
body to provide healing to
thosewhowouldreceiveand
medical science says that
there are 39 categories to
which every sickness and
disease neatly fits into. Isa
53:4-5. (a cure for cancer
here and people seem to be
oblivious to Christianity) 4.
psychology has now found
out what that what you say
about yourself directly effects the health of your body.
Guess what? Yep! The Bible
h e w this a long time ago
too. Proverbs 18:21.
Dr. Roy Blizzard, a man
accredited to teach all
disciplines of science in any
institution in America, the
head of Holy Land studies in
archeology from America,
says that there is absolutely
no conflict between the best
that we know in science and
what the Bible says when
they are properly and truthfully analyzed, but they tend
to clarify and emphasize the
truth of each other. Wow!
So - I challenge you,
Donna,and the student body
of JSU to open your eyes both
ways and when you see the
truth, take it! I Timothy
6:20-21 “Oh Timothy, keep
that which is committed to
thy trust, avoiding profane
and vain babblings, and

oppositions

Page 5
of

science,
which
some professing have erred
concerning the faith...”
I welcome all comments,
challenges, and replies
because and I quote, I have
“slithered” out.
Donald Bennett

by Donna Avans. Figurative
expressions in the Bible are
no less acceptable truth,
embraced by educated
millions.
The dogmatic theory
which Satan has indoctrinated in the minds of
evolutionists is simply not
acceptable. Satan is a slick
operator and will use every
means of deception to
corrupt the most brilliant
opposes
minds.
Has education become the
Miss Avans asked how God
highway of conceit ? In a vain created man. HOW? A
attempt to advance atheism highly educated Hebrew
among the faculty and man, Moses, answers that
students of our university, question: “And the Lord God
Donna Avans’ inference (in formed man from the dust of
the December 1st evolution the ground and breathed into
article), that “educated his nostrii the breath of life,
people” do not believe in and man became a living
God’s creation, is indeed an soul.”
unsubstantiated assumption.
God deserves more credit
It is difficultto believe that than Darwin. Miss Avans’
The Cnanncieer permits article was nothing more
such vicious and blatant than a futile effort to
attacks on facts that were discredit God, under the
given for our learning and guise of defending a foolish
instruction by the Almighty. theory.
My
denial
of
the
William Michael Wright
evolutionary theory is based
on both religious and
Disgruntled
scientific reasons and I
challenge Donna Avans to
customer
cite one scientific fact (not
theory) that contradicts
Dear Miss LePine,
anything in the Bible.
there some reason whg
God does not intend for us theIs business
office doesn’t
to accept the Bible literally, stay open with two windows
in its entirety, as suggested all day long?

falsely so called:

Wright

Recently I waited in line
for 4 minutes only to have
the shade pulled down in my
face while the operator took
her lunch break.-Why in the
world don’t those people
have a rotating lunch hour so
they can keep those windows
open (at least during the first
weeks of school and before
deadlines). If they don’t
have the staff then perhaps
they should conside; hir6g
some temporary help (me,
perhaps).
Vickie Hunt

I

=AT-

OF

EDfiORIALPOWCY

Signed editorials represenl
the opinions of the authoi
while unsigned editorials
represent the opinions of the
executive editorial board,

It is the policy of Chanticleer to publish only signed
letters to the editor. Letters
fromstudents must bear the
writer’s student number,
while letters from non.
students must bear the
writer’s address and
telephone number.

c

Chanticleer meetings are
eld every Thursday at 6:30
p.m. Those persons wishing
to attend a meeting are
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Enter tainrnent

Festival enlightens area communities
The recent theatre festival
and humanities symposium,
TELL ME A STORY, SING
ME A SONG was a
“smashing success ! ” According to Josephine E .
Ayers of the Office of
Development, “TELL ME A
STORY exceeded all of our
expectations in quality,
performance, and participation. The worc of the
artists and SChOLdrS was
first-rate and was widely
praised in the press. Ne bad
broad participation from the
Jacksonville-Ann is t onAtlanta community as well
as a delegation of 30 students
and faculty from UT
Chattanooga here for the
entire conference. The low
level of participation from
JSU faculty and students can
be attributed in part to the
conference’s being
scheduled the week before

exams, but it is too bad for
anyone to miss something
this good.”
TELL ME A STORY,
SING ME A SONG brought
to the JSU campus three
MtiOMlly-aCClahed ethnic
theatres to perform their
work based in music and
storytelling from the Appalachian, Black and Jewish
traditions.
National
scholars, led by the noted
theologian and writer
Michael Novak, discussed a
variety of perspectives on
ethnicity, its role in a
changing society, and the
importance of maintaining
ethnic distinctiveness.
Attendance at the more
than a dozen events of TELL
ME A STORY was over
2,000. Perhaps the highlight
of the week was the picnicstorytelling session which
brought 350 students from

the Jacksonville Elementary
School to the University
campus. The picnic was held
outside (on a balmy
December 1st) in the quad,
thus providing an opportunity for JSU students to
drop by during the lunch
hour. Five of the performing
artists played music, alone
and together, throughout the
three-hour event. Folk
songs, many of them
familiar to the children so
that they could join in, and
other ethnic music contributed to the festive atmosphere. Each theatre
group chose a performance
piece based on a story with a
common theme -the children
heard three “devil stories”,
one each from the Appalachian, Black and Jewish
traditions.
This event, attended by all
of the participants in TELL

Ritch Observations

Vacations varv for us all

ME A STORY, in many ways

expressed the underlying
message of the project;
namely, that, despite important and sometimes
divisive differences among

ethnic groups, all cultures
strive in similar ways to
maintain their distinctiveness at the same time
they work to live together in
harmony. The cultural

diversity of the performers
and the audience - and the
warm rapport that was
between them was living
testament to the vitality of
the project’s purpose.

Drama department

Productions underway
-

B ~ M A R T H A R ~ H Auditions will be Wed,,
coming up this semester in January 11 and Thurs.,
the drama department are January 12 at 7:30 p.m. on

“Gianni Schicchi” is an
Italian opera by Giacomo
Puccini which will be
several intriguing produc- the main stage a t the Per- produced by the students’
tions to look forward to. The forming Arts Building.
theater
workshop
in
designing, scheduling and
collaboration with the music
production plans are already Tennessee Williams’ Plays department. It is the first
underway. Auditions will have often been labeled time in two years that an
beginsoontoprepare forthe WntrOVerSial but are none opera has been done on
many requked rehearsals. the less captivating.
campus.
“For Colored Girls who
drama department’s
The F h m W Prize winning resentation of “Streetcar” Have Considered Suicide
play, “A Streetcar Named will be directed by Dr. When the Rainbow is Enuf”
Desire” by the f m ~ o u s Wayne Claeren and should was a Broadway hit play a
playwright Tennessee be a fine rendition of the few years ago and will be
Williams Will be the first popular play. The set design presented later in the
production to run.
by Carlton Ward will be very semester. The cast is made
The Play Will include a cast similar to the designs of Jo up entirely of seven black
of twelve m& UP of Six Mielyiner who d i d the women. Audition times will
females and Six males. original set design,
be announced. I.

J

Christmas vacation is the perfect time for
students to catch a breath from the hectic
fall semester. It’s a m e to rest or do things
that can’t be done when school is in session.
So, is the Christmas holiday really for rest
and relaxation or a chance to live it up for a
change?

,

Martha Ritch
Entertainment

Edit-

Different students have different outlooks
on how a vacation should be spent. For me, a
vacation is mostly a time to sleep, since
that’s what I get the least of during school.
Who has time to rest when there are five
reports due and at least four reading
assignments hunting you? I’m lucky to get
15 hours of sleep during a regular week of
classes. Most of that isn’t real sleep anyway.
It’s the kind of sleep that your body
collapses into when you’ve forced it to work
too hard. Rarely did I allow my day to begin
before noon during the holidays and it
usually ended by 10:30 p.m.
Of course, there is an abundance of activities out in the world for the students who
feel their social calendar has suffered due to
overwork. The energy required for catching
UP With the night life is just as hard on the
body as studying. The big difference is one is
Pl.eW!Ca@s, which tends to outweigh
) e v e m h g else,.-::;
. * .
<

9

On the average, however, I have come to the

conclusion that there are three types of
vacationing students.
For the first type, I think Beth Burch
pretty much summed it up by saying she
saw old friends and went out on the town a
lot. Beth warned, “Some of the things we
did, you can’t put in print!” That says it all
for the social swirl.
The second type really depresses me.
They are the students who had to go from
classes straight into a job. What could be
worse? My roommate has to stay in
Jacksonville, 90 miles away from her home,
until Christmas Eve. Her vacation was
practically nonexistent.
I belong with the third type, enjoying
every minute of being bored and having
nothing to do with no plans for anything
special. That’s a feeling that comes much
too seldom and something 1 greatly enjoy.
My categories have purposely excluded
faculty because I can only guess how they
spend their vacations. Surely it is a
misconception to think that they all sit
around thinking of work to throw out on the
first day of class. I would like to believe that
faculty members need a break from the
work routine also. The few that I have talked
to seemed to have the right idea. Mrs.
Lovett said she read some books and did as
little as possible. In passing, Dr. Attinger
insinuated that he had overindulged a little
in the holiday meals. That proved to me that
he knows the true meaning of Christmas.
However the holidays were spent, the sad
truth is they are over. Yes, it’s time for all
students and faculty to get back into the
swing of things. Just keep in mind that
spring break is just around the corner ! *
I
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Golden
Corral
Manager
Accepts
New
Position
Golden Corral Restaurant has announced the promotion of Mr.
Daniel Papandrea, manager of the Anniston unit, to the position of
area supervisor tor the chain’s Southern Georgia area. Beginning
February I s t , Mr. Papandrea will oversee the operation of several
Golden Corral restaurants and management training facilities in
Southern Georgia and Northern Florida. Mr. Papandrea, his wife,
Linda and two sons, Roger and Joshuawill relocate next month from
Anniston to South Georgia. While pleased with the promotion, his
family is sad to leave behind their many friends and acquaintances in
Anniston. The Papandrea‘s would like to express their sincere
thanks and appreciation to the citizens of Anniston for their support
and friendshiD.
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Movies, music, and television : 1983 in review
losers was “Eyes That See in the Dark” by
In the world of entertainment, 1983 Kenny Rogers, a montage of “The Gamproduced both smashes and failures on bler,” “Saturday Night Fever,” and others
television, at the box office, and in music. of that genre rolled into one unsuccessful
Michael Jackson dominated the 1983 “album.”
music scene with his blockbuster album
The silver screen delivered several out“Thriller” and the three videos from that standing productions during the year.
disc.Hisnewest video, “Thriller”, produced Among those pf note is “Flashdance,”
at a cost of over $3,OOO,OoOis a mini-horror whose comely star Jennifer Beals turned the
flick airing several t h e s daily on MTP, movie into a box office bonanza in spite of
“Billie Jean,” and “Beat It,” also uecame plotquestioning critics. “Risky Business”
video classics.
starring Tom Cruise provided a good laugh
Linda Xonstadt’s “What’s New,” was and a new entrepreneurial twist in the world
another winner in ’83,while one of the year’s of “business.”
By GREG SPOON

The outstanding performances of Debra
Winger, Shirley MacLaine, and Jack
Nicholson were hailed by even the hardest of
the hardcore critics as they termed “Terms
of Endearment” the best movie of 1983.
A quick rundown of some of the “bombs”
includes “Deal of the Century” starring
Chevy Chase, “The Sting 11” which starred
Jackie Gleason and Mac Davis (where was
Redford?), and last-and perhaps least“Breathless” which exposed Richard Gere
in almost every way possible.
On the tube, “The Thorn Birds” was a
blockbuster mini-series and deserved to be

as Richard Chamberlin gave another superb
performance. CBS presented two
wholesome shows, “On the Road” and “Our
Times” starring Charles Kuralt and Bill
Moyers, respectively. These top CBS
reporters took us to everyday places to meet
everyday people.
A TV blooper for 1983 was “Hotel”, a
series reminiscent of a beached “Love
Boat” where weekly guests mix it up with
the regulars. The show is a weak attempt to
enter the world of prime time soap operas
(See REVIEW, Page 8)

%

Internationally known artist displays works
~

ByMARTHARrrCH
An art exhibition will be
held January 1&27 at the

JANUARY 1&27
DAVID CRAFT ART EXHIBITION
HAMMOND HALL GALLERY
JANUARY 12
DR. ATI’INGER FACULTY RECITAL
7:30 p.m. MASON HALL
DRAMA AUDITIONS

FOR “STREETCAR”
7:30 p.m. STONE CENTER
ATLANTA SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA
8:30 p.m. SYMPHONY HALL 1280
PEACHTREE ST.,ATLANTA
TICKETS w14.50

Hammond Hall Gallery.
David Craft, teacher &om
Hunter Museum in Chattanooga, Tennessee, will
display his works which are
known nationally as well as
internationally.
Craft is a graduate of East
Tennessee University and
worked as a photographer
and artist in the Air Force.
His works can be seen in
galleries and museums
around the world. The most
recent show Craft has done
was at the National Museum
of American Art. A sample
of his paintings was included
three Smithsonian tours

appearing in various towns
in this country. Another
sample was part of a two
year tour of South and
Central America sponsored
by New Orleans Museums.
Most of Craft’s paintings
express his own childhood
experiences and resemble
fantasy. “His work is tedious
and refined,” says art instructor, Gary Gee.
The artist usually
attends tr- --LILIA1--.
ne exnlalrl”r’Y
allowing studen’
and
facultyto ask questions and
learn
about him and
his work. . .
Gee e x p , ~ e* a the im“lilUe Of an art
rtance
anA---’--ow. --m
19 a uniaue“way of

looking at life. At these
shows you get to see how one
person is looking a t
something.” He goes on to
describe fascinating aspects
of art such as its ability to
help people relate their
feelings. Gee points out, “Art
is a product of your life and
everyone is influenced by
those who paint.”
Exhibitions of different
types come to the campus
once a month. Consistently
they are sample displays of
well-known artists.
“Students don’t take advantage of the shows
because they think they are
hokey,” laughs Gee. “It’s
important for students to see

JANUARY 17
DR. DAVIS FACULTY RECITAL
8:OO p.m. MASON €iALL
JANUARY 18 AND 19
“GANDHI”
3:OO p.m. and 7:OO p.m., WEDNESDAY
7:OO p.m. only, THURSDAY
THERON MONTGOMERY AUDITORIUM
ADMISSION $1.00

I
Tuesday Night Buffet

89

Gowns and

I

...

Tuxedos

Dress To
Thrill!
ktting the best of anything mean!
nowng where to find it. Beautiful
owns and tuxedos for your specia
ag.

I

I

a1 Shoppe
arid

TUXEDC
SHOP

this.” He feels everyone
should be saturated with the
arts in order to be more well
rounded and versatile.
David
Craft’s
art
exhibition will only be a start
of many art snows to come
this semester. Education
and enjoyment are united in
the arts and it’s something to
experience. Everyone is
welcomed and encouraged
- to
attend.

5:30 to 8:30 p.m.
All You Care To Eat

Pan Pizza, Thin ’N Crispy Pizza, Pasta,
Garlic Bread and Salad Bar.
Personal Pan

Offer good at 813 Pelhpm Rd.,
J’ville o n l y . For carryout orders
call 435-5202

odv $129

Present coupon when ordering. C w coupon
per personper visit Mon..-Fri
I’MU
between 11AM and 4 k~
Pizza Hut rest~urantsOtldr expires 1.18.84
Cash redemption value 1/20 cent No: V ~ I D
I
combination with any other Pizza Hut‘ offer 5minuteguaranteeappliesto orderq of dorlessper
lab
9 1
1

I

dffer good at 813 Pelham Rd.,
J’kiIle only. For carryou! orders
ca I I 435-5202

only $179
Present coupbdwhen w&*rmq. One coupon
per person per visit Mon.. F r I.
between 11AM and 4 PM dt panicipc!.ou,
Pizza Hut’restaurmts Offer expires 1.1684
Cash redemptionvalue 1/29cent Nut valid in
combination with any other Pizza Hut” offer 5uteguaranlee appliestoordersof5orless

iI

iI

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8

ACROSS
LSAT
GMAT
GRE
MCAT
DAT
MAT
PCAT
OCAT

DOWN
1 NMB
2 VQE
3 ECFMG
4 FLEX
5 NDB
6 NPB I
7 NCB I
8 CGFNS

9 VAT
10 TOEFL
11 SSAT
12 PSAT
13 SAT
14 ACT
15 MSKP

9 GRE PSYCH
10 GRE BIO
11 ACHIEVEMENTS
12 NURSING BDS
13 CPA
14 SPEED READING
15 ESL REVIEW
16 INTRO TO
LAW SCHOOL

CALL NOW
AND ENROLL
LIVE CLASSES
(205) 939-0183

2130 Highland
Avenue
Birmingham,
Alabama
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1984-85 school year brings ‘Pay tostay’ plan
By MIKE LIVINGSTON

It had all started innocently enough. Just a few students
hanging around on weekends back in the late 1990’s.No one
knows how it started, since JSU hadn’t been partycampus
since 1973. Research has indicated that as early as 1885
students were even starting to go home during the week.
JSU bluffed its way (on reputation only) from 1973 to 1983 as
a party college, but students figured out that the school
wasn’t really partying. Going out at JSU consisted of
‘Skying.out’ right out of town. True, the noble Greek
organizations tried holding parties, but they were during
the week. These parties completely fizzled out by 1984;
sadly no one noticed.
Thestudent Government started a Pay to Stay during the
1984-1985*school year. The program consisted of $10.00
a day to Stay in Jacksonville city limits and a $17.50
bonus if you actually stayed for a football or basketball
game.
President Steve Martin said the program was a graat
idea that fall.
SenatorPigClark added that it seemsto be a great way to
save money.
Sen. Clark turned out to be right at the end of the year.
Documents in the SGA files showed only 42 people tried the
‘Pay to Stay’. Half of these were football or basketball
players and the others were RAs from the dorms.
Dr. Montgomery and the trustees decided to run ads on
the Foundation’s T.V. station. The following script included
four former Miss Alabamas.
“Hey, come home to JSU this weekend. There is a lot of
stuff to do at JSU. Just look around. Students (camera pans
to the 12 story library) you could be studying in the tallest
academic building in the South. After a few hours of
working your mind go to the wonderful spa at Pete Mathews
building, and hey just because it’s rundown doesn’t mean

you can’t have fun, fun, fun. Play racketball on imaginary
lines. Get rid of those pent-up frustrations by trying to find
out when Pete’s place is open. Hey, when you’re done with
that, there is that great dorm life with the friends you h o w
and love. Order a pizza and watch Jim Carswells and the
gang from 5:OO p.m. newscast-the only TV station that sets
major stories to music.

Student No. II: Why don’t YOU stay with me and we will
Sky In all weekend long?
Student No.I: Why, that sounds like fun.
As these voice tapes plainly show not only had coed
students started staying on campus but had, in fact, invented code words to describe the staying a college feeling.
It was the beginning of the end of students going home each
weekend.
Between the years 1974 to 188 students would usually
locate a real boyfriend and-or girlfriend in their hometown.
This meant that students without a hometown relationship
met often with frustration trying to ask out someone for a
weekend date at the college. However, in early November
of 1998 Robert Heff erly of Birmingham and one Kathrine
Ann Slow of Ider went out on a Saturday night in
Jacksonville and had a good time. Much to their friends
shock and surprise, neither had a hometown boy-girlfriend
they were cheating on.

Hey, just remember: It’s incredible, U’s true, we have it
all for you at JSU!

For some reason these ad promos (communications talk
to you) did work very well and students skyed out each and
every weekend,
The earliest known example of students starting to stay in
Jacksonville may have been Oct. of 1995.That weekend the
university president, Dr. Spence, suggested what Was
considered unthinkable back in those primitive days.
Staging a combination home football game & major OldWave band. This was important for two reasons. It was the
first home game in three years and the first band to play on
wmpus in 12 years. (SeeDazz-circa-83)

This encouraged others to do the same, and Jacksonville
started going through a Wansformation. W i n g the next 10
years (9808)rapid change hits the city. The town becomes
crowded on weekends. Parties are held everywhere. A
dance hall opens where a TG&Y was once located. Students
from other calleges begin to come to JSU to join in on the
fun and games (Georgia, Alabama, Auburn, TSU, Vn=,
UAB, etc). High school students came for visits and
registered for classes at JSU in droves. In fact, by 2010 the
trustees wonder if they can build fast enough for the new
influx.

The band cost 1.6 million (cheap by today’s standards)
but 15,400 packed into Paul Snow Stadium to watch the
game and stay and watch the band. The story made
national news (no not the game JSU 16-Auburn 14) in that at
52 Mick Jagger could still rock after all these years. The
band was called the New-Rolling Stones (the Old Stones
broke up 1987) with Mick Jagger, Boy George and Simon
Townsend on vocals: Ringo Starr on drums; George Jones
on guitar and Keith Richards on bass. Of course, other
examples were also found on voice discs in 1998, reprinted
here as more evidence of students staying at Jacksonville
on weekends,

It is hard to believe that JSU aould ever have been as

small as the history on the discs indicate. As major in-

stitution today with 25,OOO students, 27 athletic sports and
157 organizations (Greek, RPmans, French), it’s hard to
believe that in looking back at our roots we could ever have
been so small.

Student No. I: Gosh what am I going to do this weekend.
units and
be bored ani lonely.
Jf I go home, I’ll have to argue
- with my parental

Recitals announced for January
Faculty member, Dr. Ronald C. Attinger Attinger himself. Dr. Atthger who will be
will hold the first recital of the spring accompanied by his wife Beverly, will also
.semester on Thursday, January 12 at 730
p.m. in the performance center at Mason
Hall. His program will include Introduction
Dance and Furisso by Couf, Trois chansons,
La Mer est plus belle, Le Balcon, and La
Belle Au Bois all by Debuasy, arranged by

Review

play a Handal Sonata, another Attinger
arrangement, and Concertino da Camera by
Ibert.
On Tuesday, January 17, Dr. Davis will
hold a faculty recital at 8:OO p.m. also held
in the performance center.

(continued from Page 8)

couliht they let MASH die gracefully?
Even with the many unsuccessful attempts in the aforementioned areas of entertainment, the successes came through to

the movies are improving, and the music
industry is exploding with new talent. Watch
out, though, it Is 1984 and you know what
George orwd=id. hfiing can happen
this year.

These trivia questions famous shortstory writer
come from The Book of Lbts and novelist had a strange
No. 2.
catch to how he wrote. what
his quirk? .
was
1. In August of 1979 a
television show was removed
1. The Muppet show was
from the Turkish television emoved
because the
schedule. It was found offensive to devout Muslims.
What was the show and why
was it so offensive?
2. George M. Cohan’s
father changed his son’s
birthday to July 4th to uphold
his Yankee Doodle image.
What was the actual birthdate of the famous composer?
.
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p a s dirty and
offensive. “ ~ i a spiggy” was
the cause of the cancellation.
2. His actual birthdav was
July 3.
3. Ernest Hemingway
wrote while standing up.

Alabama Talent and Modeling Agency
20 East 12th Street(Upstairs)
hnlston, Ala. 36201 236-3597

Our JSU Basketball Team is ranked No. 6 in the nation, and they
deserve your support. When we go on the road our team faces
packed houses and noisy crowds! Why don’t we have them at
home?? Well, Crossroads and Budweiser want to see you at our
game January 12th with AUM. Well give a keg to the group with
the most spidt!!Things that count are (1) Size of Group (2) Be there
early 13) Don’t just yell, but cooperate with the cheerleaders.
Here are some of our Everyday low Prices in the package store:

4 pb

Coors Light rut.

Natural rut.
Busch cans
Natural cans
Michelob or, Lisht cans
Meister Brau
Old Milwaulkee
Sterling rut.
Heineken or Maowhead
Miller cans
I

I2 pk

care

2.75 5.50 11.00
2.75 5.50 ILOO
2.90 5.80 11.60
2.90 5.80 11,60
3.50 7.00 14.00
2.60 5.20 10.40
2.75 5.50 llooo
2.25 4.50 8.50
5.00
20.00
3.30 6.35 12.70

Remember ALL TAX INCLUDED In Our Price!
JAH STATE Home Games Are Jan. 12, 14, l(r
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Reyiews

I--

If you read straight through, you’ll lose
faith in the old wives’ tales, for acne is not
caused by masturbation, is not inherited and

not eliminated by the practice of sexual
intercourse.
If you skip aromd, you may wind up on
page 140 and 6nd that Thomas Edison did
not invent the light bulb; he only improved
upon it.
Page 153 notes the fact that Harp0 Marx
THE DICTIONARY OF MISINjust as capable of talking as the rest of
was
FORMATION
Tom Bumam, Thomas Y. Crowell Co. New his brothers.
So you see, many of your facts may really
York, 1975
be fiction. Check it out in Misinformation to
In the foreword Richard Armour, whose
be sure.
humor is almost indescribable, explains
that he and Burnam, whom he callsa Unique The Oxford Book of Literary Anecdotes
English professor “who delights in errors Edited by Donald Hall, Oxford University
while others are fooling around with facts” Press, 1981
Literary Anecdotes by the popular
developed a friendship because of their
similar appreciation for errors. They en- teacher, poet, textbook author, and nonjoyed a long and healthy correspondence fiction prose writer was inspk-ed b Y James
while this book was being compiled, Sutherland’s Oxford Book of Literary
Anecdotes which deals only with English
researched, and edited.
The point is that Burnam loves truth and writers and stories connected with their
lives as writers.
is dismayed by the continued repetition of
Hall’s book is dedicated to a much loved
so-called facts that are not true at all. This
vigor in seqching out falsehoods and and respected lecturer and tutor, Harry
proving them to be so result in the collection Levin, and he has used material that a p
of careful explanationsclarifying many so- peals to him about American authors
called facts for what they are falsehoods. whether it deals with their writing or not.
Burnam identifies the points included in His scope runs &om the earliest writers
Misinformation of “odd non-Eacts, of only beginning with Anne Bradstreet and contoo well-known untruths.” He deals here, not cluding with contemporary writers Anne
with matters of faith, but of reason,” Sexton and Sylvia Plath.
Hall has had great fun collecting and
Examples respectively would be the Virgin
Birth and beliefs “held in stubborn defiance editing these anecdotes which he defines as
of scientific evidence; that capital punish- “stories or quotations that answer the
question we ask about someone we don’t
ment is a deterrent to crime.”
Begin with the first entry ABACUS and know: ‘What is she like?’ We may answer
find that it is not exclusively Oriental, that it with abstractions or phisiognomy she is
was used in ancient Greece and Rome and brave, with cheekbones of alabaster - or by
quoting a remark or telling a story.”
is currently much used in the U.S.S.R.

-

-

-

As you ramble through the book and YOU
can do that like choosing a different pathfor
your walk on a different day you will
delight in little know stories, bits of wbimsy,
pleasantries about your favorite book
people, You’ll find Jonathan Edwards, dear
Louisa May Alcott, Thoreau, Emerson,
Booker T. Washington, Thornton Wilder,
Larigston Hughes, Randall Jarrell, James
Agee, Richard Wright, and on and on. Some
comments are abrupt like HoweW meeting
Dreiser in the office of Harper’s in 1900 and
saying;, “You know, I don’t like Sister
Carrie , and moving on.

could write to them normallv and naturallv.
She reasoned that she woiuld simply Gll
them that she was thinking about them,
loving them, wanting to share thoughts with
them even though they were all busy going
their separate ways. So she wrote and said
she would tell them what her concerns were
for them and their lives. She invited them to
read her notes and think about her thoughts
and to write their responses to her if they
felt like it. Regularly she left notes for them
on every subject under the sun love
communication, anger, honesty, sex, drugs,
abortion, birth, motherhood, madage, how
You’re sme to be captured by this book if to be yourself, the body, friendship,
generosity, learning versus education,
you just pick it up and start browsing.
fideliw -just all the subjects and problems
people have to cope with and learn to live
with in today’s world.
NOTES TO MY DAUGHTERS
CathyCashSpellman .
Very soon she was excited by responses
Crown Publishers, Inc.
the girls began leaving for her. Their friends
New York, 1981
were interested in what she had to say and
wrote notes too. Their writing and hers led
Notes To My Daughters is the kind of book to open verbal communication and
anyone thinks, upon reading it, that she cemented securely their relationship. Even
could write mother or daughter. Not so. though they continued to grow older and
Work that is simplicity itself just seems further apart as each daughter became her
easy, but truly is not. The experience of true self, the writing gave them the key to
fearing the loss of communication between real togetherness in a very special sense.
oneself and a daughter, son, friend, or
The notes evolved into this book and serve
spouse is tragically real. The tangible
solution employed by Cathy Spellman in three puqx-ses. !3he has given permanency
continuing communication with her to the collection and their symbolic sharing
daughters is writing, simply putting pen to of life in what is often a difficult period for
paper and giving expression to thoughts of both mothers and daughter. She has given
the collection to many mothers and
love and care.
daughters who may find it easier to solve
When Spellman’s daughters were 14 and their problems through sharing her ex15, she realized their need to develop in- perience. She has given us an example of the
teresta that did not always include her so she possibility that each of us may have in
worried about losing them, losing their sharing a valuable portion of our own exthoughts, until it occurred to her that she periences with others through writing.

-

-

-

Tuck Jackets
AH Silk, Black, Gray, R e d &
Blue. Sies S-M-L. Compare
at ‘34.00

SALE

Strapless Bra
R e g . To 53.96

Bra Sies
32-36.Reg. ‘5.00

$23.88 2/$3.0(1
15 Om.R e g . $2.38

ALL REMAINING FALL & WINTER

ONE LARGE GROUP

MEN'S SLACKS

FAMOUS MAKER V-NECK
& CREWNECK SWEATERS

OUR REG.
$1 5
$20
$25

VALUES TO '18
IF PERFECT

Sizes S-M-L, Great Cdor Selection,

$30

NOW

939
13-33
16&
19-99

Values $24to $50If Perfect
Wool, Wool Blends, Tweed, Winter Weight Pdy/Cottons & Corduroy

ENTIRE STOCK

MEN'S SWEATERS

3
/
'

Off

OUR REG.

-

'13 $60

Crewneck, V-Neck & Cardigans, Including Shetland, Casl
mere & Lambs Wool. Sizes S-M-L-XL

ALLREMAINING STOCK

MEN'S S PORTSH IRTS
+i

Choose From Cotton Flannel, Pdy/Cotton, And 100%
Cotton In Plaids, Solids And Stripes. Sizes S-M-L
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SEVERAL GROUPS

LAD1ES' FAMOUS MAKE R
COOR I)I NATES

'zff
OUR R E 6 .

NOW

'l/~

Now $12.50 To520
Sizes Broken 6-16
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view of ‘8 :year of
This past year has been a vepy important
one for major campus events. Several of the
newsworthy events involved faculty and
administration, but virtuaIly all of them
affected the students in some way.

Greg Spoon
Man aging
Editor

UPS

and downs

The fire alarm situation was soon followed
by the asbestos scare. University officials
were charged as being neglectful in the
situation. Student concern grew rapidly
because the exact location of the hazardous
substance was, and is still, not known. This
uncertainty created even more concern. On
wednesday and Thursday, November 16 and
la, a dorm check was administered to
collect samples for testing purposes. m.
Bascom Woodward, vice president of
university Services said that a report
should be given by the first of this month.

The verdict should be in soon and student8
will know where the asbestos lies.
Another major event in the spotlight was
the
of the purchase of WHMAThe year began with very cold weather TV finalization
in Anniston. The Jacksonville State
and some snow. It is ironic that the same University
Communications Foundation
kind of weather ended the year and left purchased the
itation for $2.9 million. ~ r .
behind several damaged buildings on Theron Montgomery
cited three &!awns for
Campus.
acquiring the television station.
First, the purchase will enhance the
The dormitories were the subject of
several stories for one reason or another. On University’s new school of communications.
Another reason Montgomery said was
Wednesday, January 12,1983,campus police
were alerted to a trash can fire in Mxon Hall offeringcontinued service to the community
at about 11:30 p.m This incident started the by its cooperation and maintaining local
movement to install fire alarm systema in ownership.
the dorms. The students’ safety was imFinally, he concluded that the purchase is
proved when the university finally began the a “financial investment” which will allow
installation of those systems.
for further growth.
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Student j o b hunts can be a difficult ordeal
-

By SANDY
FORTENBERRY
~inm
a
just doesn’t

happen. Youhave to make it
happen. The relative ease or
diffidty you encounter will
be MuenEd by where you
fall on the
demand
curve. If you majored in a
discipline that is highly
sought after, your task will
be easier. Even so, don’t
take the job search lightly.
If, however, you majored in
a discipline in which the
number of graduates exceeds the jobs, you face a
tougher task. That doesn’t
mean that there are no jobs
for you. What it means is
that you’ll have to search for
them yourself. You can’t sit
and wait for employers to
come to you
How are YOU going to do it?
AS in most things, state of
mind can help you or hurt
YOU. ~fyou know from the
start to expect disap-

pointments, they will be
easier to accept. For
example, a response rate of
2 4 per cent for your mail
campaign is not UEOI”nOn.
But rejections happen to
everyone. That’s why it’s
important to keep things in
Erspctive. Your first job is

important, but it’s only one
of many s t e p along your
career path. That’s why
learning to organize and
conduct a job search is
necessary. The chances are
you'^ need to use these job
&eking skills in the future.
Never again will you have as

many resources at your
disposal as at JSU.
The major resource is the
Placement Office in Career
Development and COUnseliig Services. Here you
will find information on
career fields, spedfic job
areas, and data about em-

Noyers. You can get personal assistance inselfevaluation, job-hunting
techniques,
and
inMewing.
The Placement Office is
gearing up for Spring interVieWS. Many major
companies and school

systems already have dates
on the calendar for onCam P u s r e c r u i t i n g .
Graduating seniors need to
register in order to take
advantage of these opportunities. The first step to
Y O U first job is to CDCS, 107
Bibb Graves.
I

Future seminars aimed at students
The following student Bibb Graves at the given
fevelopment seminars will times. For further inx presented in Room 203 formation, please come by

cM=s in Room

107

Bibb

Graves Hall.

2:30-3:30

Resume Writing Workshop

Wednesday, February 15

3:00-4:00

3:00.4:00

Interest Inventory br
Undecided Majors

Strategies for DecisionMaking

Thursday, February 16

2:30-3:30

2:30-3:30

Interat Inventory for
Undecided Majors

Resume Writing
WOrkshoD

Wednesday, February 22

3:00-4:00

Assertiveness Training

3:004:00

Resume Writing Workshop

Thursday, February 23

2:30;1:30

Read

Rednesday, January 25
l’hursday, January 28
Wednesday, February 1

2:30-3:30

Resume Writing Workshop
Interviews Techniques
& Tips

Thursday, March 1

2:30-3:30,

3:00-4:00

the

Thursday, February 2

2:303:30

Interviews Techniques

Thursday, March 8

2:30-3:30

Assertiveness Training

Wednesday, March 21

3:004:00.

The New You-Improving
Self Image

Thursday, March 29

2:30

Chanticleer

Thursday, Jan. 12
Wednesday, January 18
l’hursday, January 19

Tips

Wednesday, February 8
mursday, February 9

3:m

Resume Writing
workshop
Strategies for Decisiong-

p e Ney You-Improving
Self Image
).

I

SUNDAY

MONDAY

TUESDAY

WEDNESDAY

THURSDAY

FRIDAY

SATURDAY

JANUARY
THE MEANING OF
LIFE DIFFERS FROM
MAN TO MAN, FROM

ANYONE CAN HOLD
W I I I L C THE SEA

DAY TO DAY,
AND FROM HOUR

I AM APPALLED

AT THE ALMOST
ORGANIZED, PERVrRSE
ABILITY 0.F PEOPLE
TO MISUNDERSTAND
EACH OTIIER., , ,

R’ball’

If O U R (INSTITUTIONSI
ARC TO GROW IN

TO HOUR. WHAT
MATTERS, THEREFORE,
IS NOT THE MEANING
OF LIFE IN
GENERAL BUT
RATHER T H E
SPECIFIC MEANING OF
A PERSON‘S LIFE
AT A GIVEN MOMENT.
-- Viktor Frank1

COMPLEXITY. THEN

.

OUR MANAGERS
IILI. IIAVE TO
BCCOElC ARTICULATE.
Yortrmer Adler

HE IS EDUCATED
WHO KNOWS HOW

Art M i h i t

TO FIND OUT
WHAT HE

--

DOESN’T KNOW.
Georg Slmmel

--

LORD, GRANT TiiAT
I YAY ALWAYS
DisIR!:

M O K i ‘TiiAN

I C?N ilccowi.is!i.

--

*IICbClanoE10

Art Fxhihit

EXPERIENCE
IS A GOOD SCHOOL,
BUT THE rEES
ARE HIGII.

I
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By MARTHA RITCH
“Anythingthat makes a sound carries an interest to me,”
says Tracy Tyler, percussion instructor at JSU. besides
being a percussion teacher and performer, Mr. Tyler is also
a collector of unusual percussion instruments.
He began playing the drums in grade school in
Massachusetts. Caused to move every three years by his
father’s being in the Navy, Tracy Tyler has a diverse
educational background. His undergraduate work was done
at Shepart College in West Virginia where he received his
Bachelors of Arts degree in Music Education. He t6en spent
hree years in the marching division of the Army band and
N ~ Sstationed in Washington D.C. Mr. Tyler did his
graduate work at the University of Colorado, receiving his
Master’s degree in performance.
Although Tracy Tyler is highly qualified to teach and
perform, he feels that his main purpose in life is to collect
sounds and uncover new sounds. This is more than just a
hobby to him but proves to be entertaining to others. He
began collecting different instruments in college because
his school owned only a timpani, chimes, a bass drum and a
gong. Any other equipment that was needed had to be made
or purchased. The first xylophone he bought for 75 dollars
still sits in his office.
Tracy Tyler got his first drum set when he was a freshman in high school and in a rock band. In college, a friend,
Fred Hoover, directed his attention to the sounds of things.
It was then that Tracy Tyler redly learned to listen. Now
Cle listens to everything. In fact, there is a tendency to use
the word obsession when describing his interest in sound.
Tracy Tyler, professor of music, is seen
surrounded by what some might consider a
weird collection.He simply enjoys the sound
each item represents.

His office is decorated with many curious and bizarre
instruments. On the floor by a cabinet sits “the best brake
drums ever made.” These come, of course, from a 1950 or
1960 General Motors car. An auto spring is placed above

12,1984

them. This gives a great sound and Mr. Tyler is more than
happy to demonstrate. The peculiar sound made by
propane bottles was discovered by him while on a camping
trip.
He doesn’t need to do much. searching for his percussion
instruments. They are everywhere and Mr. Tyler doesn’t
miss a one. A leaf spring once fell off an old truck and he
had to run only two blocks in order to get it to turn into the
sound of a ship’s bell, “The poles downstairs at Mason?
They have a great sound!’’exclaims Mr. Tyler. The rails of
a bridge he passes going home never go untested either.
Along with the instruments that can easily be seen all
over his office, there are many sounds hidden away in
cabinets and boxes. The smaller pieces like various-duck
calls, sirens and bells are kept all together in a little box.
The term Mr. Tyler uses for his collection is “found
sound”, and the instruments, mainly derived from junk
yards, are hand made. Since Mr. Tyler writes music
himself, he includes many of these instruments in his
pieces. That’s one way to insure the use of them although
many pieces already call for brake drums or the like.
The marching machine, which is best described as a
board with little wood blocks hanging from it. sounds Iike a
marching platform when touched on the floor in succession.
Numerous pieces of wood and metal put out unbelievable
sounds. It is truly amazing to hear the many sounds made
from the equipment in Tracy Tyler’s office.
His students are fascinated by his collection of sounds.
Chris Moore, one of Tracy,‘Tyler’s students, has found that
these unusual instruments “add new and interesting sounds
to the percussionist’s world.”
Tracy Tyler is a unique teacher and his assortment of
sounds is equally unique and amazing.
t

Welcome Back JAX STATE STUDENTS TO
Another Exciting Semester Of Events
Brought To You By The
iller Brewing Co.
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Oraanizations
Outstanding ROTC cadets receive scholarships
Y

-

By BRUCE MANNING
And JAMES MacMILJAN

Many students at JSU find it financially
difficult to make it through college. The
most unfortunate result of the preoccupation with earning money to pay for an
education is that many times the importance of the education itself becomes
secondary. Ideally, a student should be able
to concentrate on education and not worry
about paying for it,
However, if you don’t find yourself in the
ideal situation, a three-year Army ROTC
scholarship could be the answer. An ARMY
ROTC three-year scholarship is worth
approximately seven thousand dollars to a
JSU student. This includes the payment of
all tuition, lab fees, $141 a semester for
books (or more depending on your major)
and $100 tax-free dollars a month up to ten
months of each school year.
Any JSU student who wants to apply for
a ~ .Axmy ROTC three-year Scholarship

could come to Rowe Hall and talk to an
ROTC instructor. No prior military science
courses are required to apply, and the best
time to apply is at the beginning of your
second semester as a freshman 07 right
now, before the Christmas holidays.
Army ROTC three-year scholarships are
awarded on a national competitive basis and
take effect at the start of the sophomore
year. Certain basic requirements must be
met before being awarded a scholarship.
These requirements are : be a citizen of the
U. S., meet physical standards of the Army,
and have at least three years of study
remaining for a degree. Also, a grade point
average of 1.0 is required, but chances are
greatly improved if a student has at least a
2.0 or higher GPA.
When a student applies for a threeyear
scholarship, he-she must go before a
scholarship board consisting of the
Professor of Military Science, JSU faculty

members, and Military Science instructors.
If a student receives a favorable score from
the scholarship board, he then must be
recommended for the scholarship by the
Professor of Military Scjence. This
recommendation is based upon a personal
interview and observation by the Professor
of Military Science. Other factors which
help the scholarship applicant are leadership potential, academic achievements or
awards, and demonstrated motivation and
interest in the Army.

forded me time to concentraG on my
studies.”
Another Army ROTC three-year
scholarship winner, biology major Tonya
Worley, commented on her scholarship, “I
came from a military family and I have
always admired and respected people in the
Army. My education is paid for. If I should
decide to leave the Army after my
obligation is satisfied, I know my experience
as an Army officer will be a definite advantage to any civilian employer.”

Currently the Army is very much in- Once a student accepts a threeyear Army
terested in students with majors in nursing, ROTC scholarship, the obligation after
pre-engineering, business, and computer graduation is four years of active duty.
Students can be proud of the distinction they
science,
have earned as scholarship winners. Not
Cadet Barry Morris, a nursing major and only does a commission await them after
three-year scholarship winner, said he graduation, but scholarship winners know
applied because “the Army offers an ex- (as do other ROTC cadets) that the
cellent educational opportunity for a Nur- executive and management responsibilities
sing major. The nursing curriculum is they acquire will clearly place them a cut
demanding, and the scholarship has af- above the rest.

Kappa Sigmas bring Christmas cheer, presents to children
One of the main goals of a
fraternity is to contribute to
the community in which it
exists. Last Christmas, the
Kappa Sigma fraternity
made an effort to do just
that.
Amidst the grind of exams,
the Sig brothers went to the
Jacksonville Day Care
Center to share Christmas
presents and cheer with
children who otherwise may
not have had such.

Brothers Ray Hudson and Kevin Sims converse with new
friends.

A large number o
brothers, pledges, and littlc
sisters spent the afternoor
giving out presents an(
associating with the young
people.

Attention advertisers!
Ihe Chgnticleer is the only publicstion which tgrqets Q merkeI;nq
gtes o f over 6,000JSU students.
FOR INFORMATION QN AD RATES
PHONE 435-9820, ext. 414
WORD
PROCESSING

Corner of Church
St. & Francis Ave.
William 0 .Noles

1435-3909.

Part Tiiiic Attcndmt
.

WHMA
1390
WHMA
FM 100

435-701 1
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11111
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Usher’s Club
The Usher’s Club from left: Ricky Lundy, Mark Stephens, Jeff Ramey, Greg
Hickey (vice president), G r e g M i d d l e b r o o k s (president). Not shown are
Eddy Chandler, Kirk Patterson, and Terry Spradlln.

Usher’s Club hosts events
If you have been wonderina who the eight
distin&ished-looking guys
are who walk around during
JSU basketball games
dressed in red coats and
dress slacks, the answer is
the Usher’s Club. The JSU
chapter was founded by Mrs.
H.B. Mock. Dean A.D.Edwards is the advisor for the
club.
Duties of the members

include hosting major
university events, such as
graduation and teacher’s
banquets. The group assists
the
university
with
recruiting, and also ushers
at basketball games. During
halftime of Homecoming
football games, the Usher’s
Club
escorts
the
Homecoming Court.
The club includes Greg
Middlebrooks, president;

GregHickey, vicepresidint;
Eddy Chandler, Mark
Stephens, Terry Spradlin,
Rcky Lundy, Jeff Ramey,
and Kirk Patterson.
Greg Middlebrooks has
been involved with the club
for almost three years. He
held the podtion of vicepresident last year.
“I enjoy it very much. I
get to meet a lot of people,”
he said.
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Alpha Phi 0 donates to MII
Dystrophy Association. The
contribution was made in
memory of Judge “Pete”
Buchanan, who was a pledge
this past semester. He was
killed in a car accident on
October 7, 190.
The money was raised by
the pledge class when they
sponsored the Womanless
Beauty Pageant this
semester, which we feel was
a huge success.

COLD

MDA to continue to fund the
many vital programs of
research and medical services which include clinics,
orthopedics appliances,
physical therapy, a summer
camp for “Jerry’s Kid’s,’’
and much more-at no direct
cost to the patient or family.
Alpha Phi Omega is
looking forward to another

4
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REASON
Mon..Thun. 10:60.11:00
Fri. & G.10:00.12:0@
Sunday 11:00-11:00
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Bud Draft.

. . . . . .. . . .. . .
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SPORTS
Gamecocks on ‘guard’ as they
defend Tom Roberson title crown
of the same excitement as
North
Georgia
and
Limestone battled in the
consolation game’to a 6444
tie at regulations end. An
Anthony McPhaul (all
tourney performer) jumper
from near m i d a u r t 5t the
buzzer gave Limestone a two
- point victory.
The Gamecocks came out
in the final game and did
what everyone expected
them to do: defeat Athens
State and do it by a comfortable margin.
But that wasn’t achieved
until after the Gamecocks
were able to break the game
into a full court, running
affair. Athens State’s game
plan was a simple one indeed. Their intentions were
to force JSU into a slower
halfcourt game since they
obviously couldn’t match up
with the home town boys.
They would then rely on the
deadeye shooting of Freddie
Benford.
The Bears were successful
Guard Earl Warren receives MVP trophy from Tom
at doing so in the first 20
minutes holdinn Jax State to Roberson.
just over 30 pohts and thus
trailing by only a few.
But as was experienced
the night before, the
Gamecocks came out run,ning and proved to be too
much for Athens State to
keep pace. JSU closed the
night at 7055 and owned
their third consecutive Tom
Roberson Tournament
crown, each being won over
Athens State.
“We played this tournament for Andre King,”
stated coach Bill Jones
following Saturday night’s
victory. “We’ve always beh
In the opening night finale, a closeknit team.”
the
Gamecocks met
King, a Gamecock
star,
was
Limestone College. The shooting
contest began with all the hospitalized with pneumonia
features of a track meet as during the tournament.
both squads stuck to the fast- The strongpoint for the
break for the majority of the Gamecocks proved to be the
half.
fact that several players
Limestone built an early 10 were able to play several
point margin and appeared positions effectively. Aside
to be in control. But from the starting five, Joe
Jacksonville clawed its way Kennamer and Robert
back to lead by 1 at the G W n came off the bench
and combined to play every
break.
The second half belonged podtion on the floor at one
to the home guys as their time or another.
man to -man defense began
These wins, coupled with a
taking effect. L.ed by Allen’s pair of victories in the Bay
21 points and Warren’s 25, Minette Tournament, ralse
Jax State pllled away to theGamecocks’recol‘dto8*
“The Roek”, Wflkinson (44)lays l~ two.
finish with a 1Sgoint margin, 1.That figure ranks them 6th
Spurgeon throttles bie offensive attack on way to the 91-75,
in the nation in the DivUm
hoop.
hay
Saturday night saw much Il polls.

By STEVE CAMP
Sports Editor
A home tournament is an
attempt to showcase the
talent and competitiveness
of thehost team.
9-10,
On December
Jacksonville State did just
that as the homestanding
Gamecocks rolled to the
Tom Robemon Tournament
crown for the 3rd consecutive year behind a
comBination of staunch
defensive play and a blitzkrieg-type offensive attack.
The big story of the entire
tournament was the spectacular play of the Jax State
backcourt tandem of Earl
Warren and Melvin Allen.
The two guards led the
potent Gamecock attack,
each averaging some 20
points in each of the two
contests.
Bill Jones’ troops shone in
the other facets of the game
as well. The boards were
virtually owned by JSU as
sophomore Keith McKeller
took home the tournament’s
reboundinn trophv.
Along 4th thebe,Robert
Chairmen of the board; JSU’s Guyton Spurgeon and
Spurgeon, Rocky Wilkinson,
Wilkinson “clean the glass.”
and Robert G W n played
major roles in the
Gamecocks’ total
domination.
In the opening game of the
tournament, Athens State,
led by the 24 points of
Freddie Benford, pulled
away from North Georgia in
the second half to take a 6851
victory march into the finals.
Benford, a former JSU
player, was later to be voted
to the All
Tournament
team.
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’Coach hunt’ is on for JSU
ByMME LNINGSTON

Associate Editor
According to athletic director Jerry Cole,
h e process of hiring a new football coach
has already begun with 22 applications for
the job sent to the University.
“It is important whom we select, and not
rush the process of hiring a new coach,”
said Mr, Cole. Cole feels that it is important
to look closely at all potential candidates
who have applied for the position.
“A screening committee has been set up
with members of the Athletic Committee,
which is a cross section of trustees, ad1 ministration and faculty, and the president
of the SGA, the honorary coaches
association and president of the Faculty
Senate,” stated Cole. The committee met
twice before the beginning of the spring
semester and will begin the process of
evaluation of all potential candidates for the

job.

Cole said the deadline for application is
January 15. This date was selected since the
NCCA convention will be held in Dallas and
this is a weekend many coaches are
changing jobs. After the 15th the committee
,will take the top 3 to 5 names to President
”heron Montgomery, who will then select a
head coach from those names.
“This is the first time we have had to do
this since Charlie Pell was the coach at
Jacksonville. I wish we had a coach now, but
we want to be sure we choose a good coach,”
added the athletic director. He said
recruiting may suffer a little during the
transitional period between coaches.
The University search for a coach is broad
in scope, ranging from the SEC to
California. The coaches being considered
are from all levels of football from
highschool to Division IA.

Football’s season surprises
l’hose Who Shone
111111111111

Here is a list of college
teams that were not ranked
at the beginning of the
football season along with
their ranking at season’s
end.
Miami-1
Florida4
BYU-7
Illinois-10
Clemson-11
SMU-12
Air Force-13
Pittsb~gh-18
Boston Col.-19
East Carolina-’M)

r

Those whosank
r

r

m

m

r

i

~

w

r

r

‘Here are the teams who
began the season in the top 20
ranking but finished the
season unranked.
3-ArizOna

&Florida State
74klahOW

8-NortJ-1Carolina
!?-Southern Cal.
10-Notre Dame
I l - p e ~State
lZLSU
14Maryland
%Texas Tech
I,

“I Owe M y Success To Jax
State A r m y ROTC.”

Like to double your chances for success after college?
Enroll in Army ROTC today You’ll receive leadership and
management training. Financial assistance. And scholarship
opportunities. Mq-e importantly, with Army ROTC, you can graduate
wi:h an officer’s commission and a college degree-two credentials that can
help double your chances for success in tomorrow’s competitive job market.
For more information contact any ROTC Instructor at
Rowe Hall or call 435-9820, E<xt.601.. . , , ,

,

,
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Miami-Auburn? Is there a true number l?
when they play as tentatively as Auburn did
in the Sugar Bowl. If a number 3 team can’t
Sports Editor
So the final polls are in. The Miami wore a touchdown on the 8th ranked team,
By STEVE CAMP

Hurricanes have been deemed the national then it isn’t number one.
champions in all the polls (except the New Nebraska is the number three team in the
York Times). But did they earn that nation - no more and no less. Sure, they
averaged 52 points a game, but some of the
position?
teamsthey played could have been defeated
Many sports media persons and coaches by a good highschool team.
On the other hand, Nebraska was a team
felt that they did while others tended to
disagree, I tend to disagree with most of the with “guts” and character. Their comeback
polls on their rankings, but you all know how against Miami was super and their decision
polls will vary.
6 try for the win rather than the tie won
When it comes to the number one team in them a meat deal of admiration.
the country, I must agree with everyone
Numb& four is Georgia. The Bulldogs
else. Sorry Auburn fans, but Miami is weren’t the most talented team by far, but
number one and for specific reasons.
their superb kam defense and knack for
knowing how to win gives them this slot.
Texas drops to 5 and rightfully so. The
The Hurricanes were the only team in the
nation who stayed on the field with Longhorns displayed lack of maturity and
Nebraska this season. Man-for-man, they character when they fell behind Georgia in
were inferior, but Schellenberger convinced the Cotton Bowl and simply panicked. Their
them they could win and they did. Miami failure to score a TD, though inside UGA’s
also beat every team they faced this season 30 yardline seven times proved they relied
that was previously ranked ahead of them. too heavily on their strong defense.
So why not Miami?
Brigham Young has to be number six,
first, because they lost only once, and
Other polls rank Nebraska second, but I secondly because they had that deadly ofsimply can’t see that. Auburn has to be fense which averaged almost 50 points each
ranked number two. They played what was Saturday. Sorry Charlie Pell, but that puts
probably the nation’s toughest schedule, your Florida Gators down one to seventh.
winning ten of those games. Their one defeat
Ohio State finishes in the eighth slot while
is part of the reason I couldn’t put them at Clemson comes at number 9. Just because a
number one even as much as I would have team is on probation, it shouldn’t be
liked doing so.
shunned in the polls. But that is what hap
to the Tigers who had only one defeat
The War Eagles played only one team pened
and
a
tie on the season.
ranked ahead of them this season. That was
Ray
Perkins and Alabama rounds out my
Texas who beat them soundly. It is also hard
to consider a team as National Champions top 10. In complete domination of SEVIU in the

Sun Bowl, the Tide displayed how they were
capable of playing all season long. Of their
defeats, each was taken from them in the
waning moments of the game. That moves
the SMU Mustangs down to eleventh.
Illinois moves all the way down to twelfth
based on their Rose Bowl performance. It
was their first big moment in the spotlight
and they blew it with their turnovers and
penalties. As evidenced by their poor
sportsmanship in the Rose Bowl, Illinois has
a great deal of maturing to do before
reaching top-10 caliber.
Michigan falls to number 13 while West
Virginia moves to fourteenth, even though
their win in the Hall of Fame Bowl was less

a

UCLA has a hold on number 15. Witnessing their complete obliteration of
Dlinais in the Rose Bowl, one was lek with
the impression that they could have competed with anyone on that given day.
My number u) selection is the only other
choice that deviates from other polls. I
p€aced East Carolina there partly on their
record and schedule and partly because of
the injustice done them by the bowl committees. The Pirates knocked off several
nationally acclaimed teams this season
While their 3 losses came to teams such as
Florida State (a 47-46 last minute loss). How
do YOU keep an 8-3 team out of a bowl.
There again, what two polls agree?

Domino’s
Pizza
DeIivers:”

America knows Domino’s
Pizza. We’ve earned our
reputation by delivering
hot, custom-made pizzas
in 30 minutes or less to
homes all across the
country.
We use only the freshest
ingredients and 100°/o
real dairy cheese.
We promise free delivery
and fast 30 minute
service to your door. All
you have to do IScall !

Call us
495-8200
College Center
Hours:
4:30 - 1:00 Sun. - Thurs
4:30 - 2:OO Fri. & Sat.

And when we promise:
Domino’s Pizza Delivers.‘“

I

!30 minute
guarantee

Our Superb
Cheese Pizza
12” cheese $4.69
16” cheese $6.69

Domino’s Deluxe
5 items for the price of 4

Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Onions, Green Peppers,
and Sausage
12” Deluxe $8.09
16” Deluxe $1 1.69
Addi tiona I Iterns
Pepperoni, Mushrooms,
Ham, Onions, Anchovies,
Green Peppers, Olives,
Sausage, Ground Beef,
Jalapenos, Double
Cheese, Extra Thick
Crust
12” pizza $ .85 per item
16” pizza $1.25 per item
Prices do not include
applicable sales tax.
Our drivers carry less
than $20.00.
Limited delivery area.
@ 1982 Domino’s Pizza. Inc.

If your pizza does not

I

arrive within 30 minutes
of your order, present
this coupon to your
driver for a free pizza.
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THE LAST RESOlUTlONS
YOUR BODY WILL N
ER NEED
Now is the time to celebrate a brand new year, a brand new you!

Sunsystem is GUARANTEED to tan anyone who tans in the sun.. .while you relax in
cool comfort.

We’d like to tell you m o r e about this excitrng n e w w a y to tan. A single visit will
convince you.

4-35-6830 435-6871
Student Discounts Available

28 Public Square, Jacksonville
So this yeaf make a resolution t o s0e how good you can feel about yourself.
RESULTS START WHEN YOU DO!

